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A locally interacting particle system is studied which can be interpreted as a stochastic model of 
a chemical reaction with diffusion. We establish a central imit theorem for the empirical distribu- 
tion, using an asymptotic expansion of correlation Rnctions. 
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1. Introduction 
We investigate a family of stochastic particle systems XF, t 2 0, indexed by a small 
parameter E - the mass of a single particle, and study its limit behaviour for E + 0. 
The system Xr is constructed to approximate a deterministic function F, which 
satisfies the nonlinear eaction-diffusion equation 
Ft(x)- F:(x), ta0, XE IO, 11, 
kF I =o. x=0,1 
The quadratic reaction term indicates that an interaction, consisting of deletion of 
pairs of near particles, hould be present. We will consider alocal type of interaction: 
only particles with distances of order E, which characterizes the me2.n interparticle 
distance, will be deleted. 
Our aim is to study the fluctuations 
Yf= 
X:-F, 
d- & l 
One conjectures that Yy tends to a generalized Omstein-Uhlenbeck process with 
drift term obtained from the linearized reaction-diffusion equation (
Discipation theorem). In the present paper we prove such a central imit theorem 
under the assumption that tiie initial particle con issonian distributed 
with intensity E-’ F. and that t belongs to a time interval [0, T] with T C (sup F’)-‘. 
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Actually we will split up our result into two parts in order to make the restriction 
to these assumptions transparent. The above Poisson distributions fulfil the so called 
chaos hypothesis which states that the (normalized) correlation functions factorize 
in the limit E + 0. It can be shown that propagation of chaos holds for our family 
of particle systems Xf, i.e. a chaotic initial distribution Xi implies that Xf is 
(asymptotically) chaotic for all t 2 0. 
Moreover, suppose for a moment than an &-expansion of correlation functions 
is possible with the limiting products as zero-order terms. What we do first is to 
determine the next terma (of order E). LJnder the above assumptions we prove that 
the correlation functions have the structure 
- 4 C G,(xi, xj) II f?(xk)+C ct(xi) II FI(xk)l+d~)- 
iCj k#ij i k#i 
That is, the correlation functions Fin), n = 3,4, . D . ) are determined up to order O(E) 
by the first and second ones (Fi” - Ft - EG,, Fj*’ - Fi”@ Fi”- EGO). 
Now the second part of our result can be formulated as follows. A central imit 
theorem for the density fluctuations YF holds provided the correlation functions 
are of the above special form. 
Finally, we remark that the law of large numbers, i.e. convergence of XF to F,, 
was studied by Dittrich [3] and by Boldrighini, De Masi, Pellegrinotti and Presutti 
[ 11, and for a related model by Lang and Xanh [7]. Central limit theorems for 
different reaction-diffusion models with long range interactions were proved by 
Kotelenez [5] and by Nappo and Orlandi [lo]. 
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2. The stochastic model 
We first recall the basic definitions from 131. 
Let SN, N 2 1, be the spa c e of unordered N-tuples of elements x E [0, 11, S0 = {an 
abstract point} and 
Let 1 > E > 0 and let ps(x, y) (s > 0, x, y E [0, 11) denote the transition density of 
rownian motion on [0, I] with reflection at the boundary. We introdwce 
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nonnegative continuous symmetric functions rE = r&(x, y) such that 
I 
1 
r"(x,y) dv = 1, xa4 119 
0
(1) 
and 
f(x, Y) s c~nSt-p*,2(X, y)  xz y E [O, I]. (2) 
Qn a fixed probability space we consider a family of arkov processes X” = XF = 
( 
1 
xt, . . . , x,“), IV = Nf, with state space S. When X” belongs to SN, N > 1, the 
process consists of N independent Brownian motions on [0, I] with reflection at 
the boundary and any pair of them, x) x’, disappears with intensity &r’(xi, xi) which 
results in a jump of X” from SN to SN+ (So is absorbing.) 
Condition (2) (together with (1)) guarantees the local character of reactions, i.e., 
typically pairs of particles with distances of order 5 E disappear. 
Let CZ([O, 11”) denote the space of twice continuously differentiable functions 
L(x’, . . . , xN) on [0, 11" with (aL/~~~)l,i=~,~ =0, 1 G is N. 
To define the infinitesimal generator K” of our Markov process we consider 
functions L(X), X E S, such that their restrictions to SN belong to C,([O, l] “) for 
all N 3 1. We finally denote by Xij the element of SN_2 obtained from X E SN be 
deleting xi and d Then we define 
NE 
L(x)+ c Z[L(xi~)-L(X)]r’(xlx’), XEsNrn 
i#j 
(3) 
We now investigate the (normalized) correlation functions Fik’(y,, . . . , yk), k 2 1 
(which depend also on E). These are symmetric functions defined by: 
f’*=j’@(y, ,...yk)Ffk’(y, ,..., yk)dy,-dyk 
J t 0 0 
Ek@(X&. . . , xk) 
for all continuous a. 
The following condition plays a central role in our considerations. It represents 
a strengthened version of propagation of chaos and states that the correlation 
functions can be written as 
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(where f, G, g may depend on E) with fi E C,([O, l]), and f satisfies the equation 
g and G are bounded in 8, t E [0, T], and yi E [0, 11, and (6) 
htk)+ 0 9 as E + 0 9 uniformly in t E [0, T], and yi E [0, 11. (7) 
In Section 4we will show that for special Poisson initial distributions this condition 
is satisfied at least on some finite time interval [0, T]. 
Let us now return to our particle system X” = (xl,. . . , x”‘). Prescribing each 
particle the mass 6, we identify X” with the generalized function 
X” = f E&i. 
j = 1 
(& denotes the &function concentrated atx). We therefore can consider Xf also 
as a process which takes values in some Sobolev space of generalized functions. 
Set Y)“(Y) = Jz cos( my) for n 3 1 and pa(y) = 1. Then, {p,} is a complete orthonor- 
ma1 system in L2(0, 1) consisting of eigenfunctions of f(#/8y*) satisfying Neumann’s 
boundary condition. Denote by ( l , 9 ) the standard scalar product on L,(O, I) and 
define for ka 0 the Hilbert space 
H&= hE L2(3, 1): C (h, q+,)2(1+n2)k<~ 
nz0 
with scalar product 
thl, h2)k= C (h,,QnXh,,Qn) 
n20 
Let H-k denote the dual space and extend (a, l ) to the dual pairing between Hk 
and H_k identifying H_o with Ho = L2(0, 1). 
More information about these spaces can be found in Kotelenez’s papers [S, 61. 
In particular, it is not hard to see that X” belongs to H_& for all k 2 1. 
Moreover, we further suppose that the trajectories of Xf, t E [0, T], belong a.s. 
to the Skorokhod space D([O, T], H-&), k 3 1, of H_k-valued functions which are 
right continuous and have left limits at every t E [0, T]. 
3. Central limit theorem 
By F,(y) we denote the solution of the equation 
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with nonnegative continuously differentiable initial function F0 .( Note that F does 
not coincide with F(l)). 
The following theorem describes the behaviour of the fluctuations 
YY= 
X:-F, 
J- & 
as c-,0. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that Yi converges in distribution on H+ to Y0 and that the 
correlation functions satisfy (4) with (S), (6), (7), and f. = Q+O(E). 
Then, the process Y” converges in distribution on D([O, T], H+) to the generalized 
Qrnstein- Uhlenbeck process Y given by 
w, o>=wlh Q)+ y 1 a2Q -T-=iQ “‘2 ay ds+(M,,Q), QE H3, 
where Mt is a continuous Gaussian martingale on 
and covariance 
H_3 with independent increments 
Remark. The Gaussian martingale M, can actually be defined on H_2. According 
to Kotelenez [S] this implies that the unique solution of (8) belongs to C( (0, T], H-J 
a.s. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We start w&h the martingale representation f X7. From (3) 
we obtain that for all Q E H3 
(X:,9)=(X& Q)+ E2rE(xi, &Q(x~) + E”~(M:, Q) 
where Mf is a martingale with quadratic haracteristic 
(Me, Qh 
As we will see, the difference F, -A is of order O(E), uniformly in x E [0, I] and 
t E [0, Tj. -We therefore investigate 
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instead of Y:. We get 
(%,Q)=(%, Q)+ ( Q(z):Q”‘)rE(z, 9) dr) 
with 
zf= z E*r”(X;,xi,)Q(X;)-2 ; & 
Q(z)+Q(Xf) 
2 
,,&(Xi z) 
S9 
i#j i=l 
+ dzl dz2fs(zllfs(z2)Q(zl)ra(Z1s z2)= 
Our idea is to pass from (9) to the equation (8). The details will be proved in several 
steps below. 
The main problem arises from the last term in (9), 
de s* 4/2ZE 
which should converge to zero. It was introduced in order to replace the fluctuations 
of the nonlinear functional 
N”, 
c &*f(X;, xi,)Q(X;) 
i#j 
by the density fluctuations Yi. Note that E -‘/*Z~ does not vanish in the limit 8 + 0 
for fixed s while the time integral does. In hydrodynamical theory this phenomenon 
is called the Boltzmann-Gibbs principle for fluctuation fields (see [11,121). In order 
to prove it we introduced the strong assumptions concerning correlation functions. 
Step 1: Bounded moments. Using the weaker form of (4): 
where f!“) is uniformly bounded in E (and t E [0, TJ, yi E [0, l]), we can check that 
all functionals we meet in (9) have uniformly bounded second moments. So we get 
for all Continuous Q that 
E( i;:, Q)* = r I ~YI dY2[.i?*)(Y1~ Y2) -2fs(Y1)fl”(Y2)lQ(J’,)Q(Y2) 
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and 
1 N 2 
E- ( ( r c E2t8(Xf,xi,)q(x;)- i#j II dz, dZ2f,(Z*lfs(Z2)(9(Zl)tE(Z1rZ2) & >> 
= dY* dY2 dY3 dY4 
XUfs -(4L ~~i2'b', 3 Y21f,(Y~lfs(Y4)1Q(Y,)Q(Y~)rE(Yl 3 3'2)f(yj, Y4)) 
+ 
111 
dY* dY2 dY3{C3)(Yl 9 Y2, Y3MY,, Y2)f(YII, Y3) 
x (Q2(Yl)+2Q(Y,)Q(Y2)+ Q(Y2)Q(Y3))) 
+ dY1 dY2 Fi2’!Y, 5 Y2) ; (Q(Yh + Qb’2))2(r”(U1, J'2))2 
s const 11 Q II& 
Step 2: Convergence of ft. We want to obtain a uniform convergence of ft to F,, 
as E -i, 0. Let Tt denote the semigroup generated by 4 a2/ay2 with zero flux boundary 
conditions. We have 
6 -fi = T,(F,-fo) - 1: ds %+[Fkfi 1 f,(z)r”(z, 0) dz). 
Decompose the last term to 
Es ( I F, - F,(r)r’(z,=)dz)+(~-f,)lF.(i)r’(l;)dr+f, 
x I (Es -L)Wr”k l ) dz 
and recognize that F, and fs are uniformly bounded while 
F,(z)r”(z, 0) dz 
dF, 
6 E const - I I ay Q)o 
It is not hard to see that lU$/ayi is afo uniformly bounded. Hence we get 
SUPIF, -4 G sup1 F0 - fOl + const E + 
Y Y 
( 1’ ds(suplF, -hi)> o 
Y 
and Gronwall’s lemma implies that 
sup 1 F, -_&I 6 const E. 
1s *rgy 
As a corollary we deduce the convergence 
sup 
1GT.y 
Q(d+Q(Y) 
2 
r’(y, z) dz - F,(y)q(y) -+ 0 as E + 0, I 
for all p E H3. It is an immediate consequence of the above estimate and the 
boundedness of laF/ayl and la4p/t3yl. 
Step 3: Convergence of M f . We first consider the quadratic haracteristic ((ME, Q))~, 
Q E H3. As in Step 1 we obtain that it is asymptotically (E + 0) equivalent in mean 
square to 
which in view of Step 2 converges to the deterministic function 
j; ds( (& (zr)+2(F:, p’)). 
Next we obtain that 
((MY, Q)-(MT-, Q)( =k 1(x:, Q)-(xf-, Q)l~2fisuPlQi-,O. 
The two limits imply (see e.g. 181) that (M’, Q) converges in distribution on 
D([O, T], R) to the continuous Gaussian process with independent increments and 
the covariance we need. Consequently a limit of M” is uniquely determined. It
remains to prove the tightness of the distribution of M” on D([O, T], H_,). This 
will be done in Step 5. 
Step 4: Convergence of j ds E -1’2ZF. We are going to show that 
2 
+O as e-,0. 
In order to simplify notations we introduce 
dx,Y)=r”kY~ 
Q(X)+Q(Y) 
2 9 
9”k Y) = I I dz, dz, 4(2* 9 zz)P”(X, ZJPl6(Y, 221, 
and 
N;: 
Z,” = if;i E2qU(xf, x’,> -2 F E J’ dzj&)&:, zb 
i=l 
+ 
II 
Qz, dZ2JFstd?X&u(~~, 22b 
Note that Z;” = Z&. 
We want to evaluate (t > s) replacing Z,” by ,_.~. To this end we apply 
in’s formula to t nctional zI+,,_,_, of the rkov process ( Jf’z 9 u) ~3, 
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0~ u s t - s. Using the equation 
we obtain that 
-2 dzl d 
NS’,” 
c E29t-s-u x:+u, ( d+cJ 
i#j 
{i,ib{kW0 
+4& dzf,+,(z)qt_s_u(x~+~, z) 
I 
+martingale. 
It is not hard to see that the terms under the integral 1 du* l l have uniformly bounded 
second moments. The martingale part is cancelled when we take conditional expecta- 
tion under the condition that X,” is given. Hence we obtain 
Next we are going to calculate 
EZZ,u = E $ c4q(xf, ti;)q,,(x:, xf) -2 ‘; ~~ I mxz) i#j i#j 
&#I k 
N 
+r: E2 II dz, dz2 L(zlMz2) i#j 
x iq(x1, x’,)qlh ,4 + qu(d, x’,Mz, 9 z*)l 
dzl dz, dz3 .th)fs(z2)fs(z3) 
ZI dz2 dz3 dz, fs(z,)fs(z2)fs(z3lfs(z4)q(z, 3 zdqu(z3,~4) 
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Substituting mathematical expectation by integrals over correlation functions and 
using (4) we get 
EZ,“Z:,, = 
1111 
dz, dz, dz, dz,id%, ~2, ~3, d&1 3 zzMz3, d 
- 243)(& 9 z2, z3Mz4M z19 z2hsz3 9 4 + quh 9 z2Mz3 9 41 
+4&h:2’(z* 9 z2lfs(z3MzqMz1~ z3hd2, ZJ 
+ d2)tZ1 3 z2)f,(z3)ah) 
x w* 9 z2Mz3,4 + 4&l 9 a,)&,, ZJI 
-2&h~“(~~lfs(zz)fs(z3)~(~~~ 
x Mz, 1 z2kh(z3,zq) + q&1, z2Mz3,zq)l~ 
+4& 
111 
dz, dz2 dz3hc ?z1, z2, z3Mz1, zzMz2, z3) 
- &2Yzl 9 z2m3xMz*, - &2, z3!+ quh, z2Mz2, z3)l 
+ d:1’(zl)fs(z2)fsdz3)1, ’ . a & ;uh, z3)) 
+2E2 dzl dzz F:2’(z,, zz!dz, 9 zz)q&, , ~2). 
It remains to estimate the last term because all others obviously tend to zero faster 
than E. From (2) it follows th;lt 
111 
dz, dz2 e2vz, 9 32)qh 9 z2)qt4k, 9 z2) 
I 
G const 
I 
dzp2e2+2E2+2,(z, z) s const(2E2+ u)-‘/~. 
Hence 
EZZ,” = O(E) + Q( &2(2~2 + u)+~), uniformly in s. 
N&w our investigations can be summarized as follov$s. Take t = as with 5 = E(E) + 0 
m E-,0* Then, 
dudv(EZ”,Z:._,+O(v-u)) 9 
dv(o(E)fO(E2v-“2)+0(v)) 
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All three terms tend to zero if we choose s( &) such that SE-’ + 0 and SE-~ + 00. 
Step 5: Tightness of p”. We first show the tightness of the one-dimensional 
processes (P’, Q) on D([O, T], R) for all Q E H3. Because (F& Q) and (M”, Q) are 
proved to converge we can concentrate on 
(ii:, QHEL Q)_(W, Q) 
1 * -- 
J- & ( 
c E’t’(X;, x’,)Q(Xj) 
i#j 
-II 
dz, dz, .t&)fs(~2)Q(~h% 9 22) l 
Its tightness is implied (see e.g. [4, Theorem 8, pp. 349-3501) by the estimate 
which was checked in Step 1. 
We continue with a general remark. In H3 a complete orthonormal system is 
given by 
-3:‘2 
Suppose that a family of processes U” on H-3 satisfies the condition 
E sup E(sup(U;, h,J2)ca 
n=O = DA Tl 
men, the tightness of U” on D([O, T], H. J follows from the tightness of the 
one-dimensional processes ( u”, <p) (for all Q E H3). 
Indeed, let us denote by h(n) the projection of h E H_3 onto the n-dimensional 
subspace 
H(n) = - h E K3: h = “x1 (h, cpi)cpi f 
I. 1 
. 
i=O 
The above condition implies that for each S > 0 there are a compact subset fi = fi( 6) 
of H-3 and a number n = n( 6) such that for all E > 0 the process U:, t E [O, T], 
takes values only in fi with probability greater than (1 - S), and such that 
[9, Prop. 1.31. n the other hand, for the ;igktness of the n-dimensional 
processes Up(n) follows immediately from the tightness of the one-dimensional 
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( Uf, (p) ([4, Lemma 1, p. 3431). Therefore, it remains to apply the general criterion 
for tightness to the processes U” on O([O, T], H+) as well as to UE( n) on D([O, T], 
H(n)) (see e.g. [4, Prop. 7, p. 3321). 
Let us return now to our processes. In order to complete Step 3 (convergence of 
M”) we should study E sup(MF, h,J2. Using the estimates from Step 1 we get 
E sup(ML hn)2-WWE, Mh- 
14 Tl 
G const( 1 + n2)-2. 
Concerning FE, we obtain that 
E sup( Ff, h,J2 s const 
1% Tl 
h,J2 
s const 
S const( 1 + n2)? 
4. Cayrelation functions 
For all n 2 1 we denote by Tt the semigroup generated by f(a’/i?y:+ . . . + a2/ay;) 
with zero flux boundary condition. Let us assume the existence of bounded correla- 
tion functisns F,“’ at t = 0. Then, the correlation filnn+;-s for independent Brownain _ *a s *srvcn-daA
motions without reaction can be computed as TF r (a’. Because our system X” differs 
from that only by deletion of particles we immediately get 
More precisely, applying Dynkin’s formula to the functional 
J% 
c_ E”T~-~@(x$, . . . , xi’), 06 s s t, 
cc&&~*, 
-we can from (3) derive the system of equations 
Such a sequence of coupled equations i  usually called BBGKKhierarchy. 
It can be shown (see 17, 11, or our methods below) that the convergence 
Fr’(y,, . . . 9 Yn)+ FO(Y*) l ’ ’ FO(yn) implies the convergence F!“‘(y,, . . . , yn) + 
(yn) for all t 2 0 (“propagation of chaos”). We are going to prove now 
ch gives a more exact asymptotic behaviour of the 
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TReorem 2. Suppose that Xi is Poissonian distributed with intensity E-If0 (and therefore 
@’ =.tXyd - l •XY~)) with foe G(W, Tl) and I..&1 I=, c’= c 
Then, (4)-(7) hold on [0, T] for T< C-‘. 
Proof. For all n 2 1 and for all functions L’“‘(yl,. . . , y,J we denote by R and Q 
the operators 
and 
Then, the sequence (10) can be written as 
I 
t 
Fin’ = T,Fg) - ds T,_,(RFy+“+ &OF?)}. 
0
(10) 
The main idea consists in regarding the e-term in (10) as a perturbation term. In 
order to approximate F(“) we introduce the system of equations c 
A$“’ = T,A&“’ - J ds ~-,RA(,“+l), n 3 1, (II) 0 
and 
I 
Bj”” = T,J$” - ds T_,{ RB, (“+*I+ @Ayi}, n > 1. 02) 
Jo 
In case of A g’ = Br’ = Fp’ = fo(yl) l . l fo( v,) these equations have solutions given by 4 . 
and 
B(“)=A(“)-E r I i G,(Yis.Q) fI fi(Jk)+ f: gt(yi) fi .Lo)k) 
iCj k#ij i= 1 k#i 1 
with fi from (S), 
162 
and 
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d~.&)f(y, d -,ti g,(z)r”(y, 2) dz 
(In order to check that the given A(“) and B(“) really satisfy (11) and (12) it is useful 
to change from the integral equations to the corresponding differential ones.) 
The functions g,, G, satisfy (6). This follows from Gronwall’s lemma and the 
estimate 
J 
t 
J 
t 
ds TI-~rE( yl, y2) s const dV2(s+2)iY19 Y2) 
0 0 
J 
I 
1 
G const ds-s const. 
0 J- S 
It remains to study the difference h, w = Fin)- By”‘. To this end we derive a series 
expansion of Fi”’ as follows. From (10) we get by iteration that . 
-J ‘I dt, T,,_,,[ RFI,“+2’+ ~0,::“’ dt, T-t,QFi:' 0 
=T,Fp’- * 
J 
r 
dt, T,_,, RT,, F,“+% 
J J 
‘1 
dt, dt, l&R7&zR~2F~+2’ 
0 0 0 
(c 
r 
-. . .- & dt, K-t, QF!;' 
\Jo 
The absolute convergence of
- ‘dtl 
J J 
II 
dt, &R7&t2QF!;+‘)+ l 9 l 1 . 
0 0 / 
both series for t < C-’ is implied by 
lRL(“+*)I < n supIL(“+‘)I, 
II 
t 
ds T,_,QL’“’ 
I 
sconstn(n-l)sup 
0 
(J; dsh~s+.3)1w 
G const n(r: - 1) suplL’“‘I, 
and 
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Analogously we obtain from (11) and (12) that 
t t 
Aj”’ = T,Ap’ - 
I 
dt, Z&R~,A~+% dt, c 
0 J 0 
and 
I G X dt, T,_,,RT,, _;,R~2A~+2'-~ . l 0
B;“’ _ A;“’ = --E 
dt, L&A’,:’ 
dt, i t_tl Rq,_&A:;+‘)+ l l . . 
I 
In view of Ag’ = Fp’ we conclude that, for all n a 1, 
IF;“‘- A!“‘1 s E( lot dt, T,_,,QF!:’ 
dt, T,_t,RT,,_t,QF::+l’+. l l 
converges to zero (as E + 0) uniformly in t E [0, T] and yi E [0, 11. But, we have 
(I 
t p = - 
t dt, T,_,,Q(F!;‘-A:;‘) 
0 
dt, Tt-,,RT,,_,,Q(F~~+” -A::+") + l . . . 
Because of 
IF!“’ - A’,“‘( < C” 
this series converges uniformly in E. Therefore, the convergence to zero of each 
single term implies (7). 
Remark 1. Not going into details we remark that G,(y, , y2) is linked with the 
covariance of X” (n = 2 in (4)) and that the above equation for Gt allows to derive 
its limit (as E +O). The limiting covarin.nce turns out to be that of the CJmstein- 
Uhlenbeck process from Section 3. 
Remark 2. It is not hard to generalize Theorem 2 to initial distributions which satisfy 
(4)-(7) appropriately (i.e. for t = 0) and the additional condition 
for some 6 > 0. (7 ) a 
owever, because we are not able fo prsve (7a) for later m2;ments we cannot extend 
the statement o arbitrary time intervals. 
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Remark 3. In the higher-dimensional situation (d > 1) the representation similar to 
(4) (with E replaced by Ed) does not yield such nice properties. The functions g 
and C do not stay bounded in E and the uniform convergence (7) holds only for d G 3. 
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